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conflict with those of the national State. Thoroughgoing
" integral " nationalism, as it was going to be called, thus led
by a series of apparently logical steps to the challenging at
every possible point of the achievements of the nineteenth
century by the reassertion, in a slightly modernized form, of
the political and ecclesiastical philosophy of the ancien regime.
This " neo-traditionalism " thus appears as a conception of
society which, in spite of slight individual variations, flatly
contradicts the revolutionary ideal of " Tetat republicain,
democratique et lai'que."
2.   LITERARY  NATIONALISM :   BRUNETIERE,   BOURGET AND
BARR^S
Ferdinand Brunetiere, prince of literary critics and master
dialectician,1 whom we saw in 1^95' proclaiming the bank-
ruptcy of science and the need for a return to faith, may be
said to have led the attack, although his nationalist faith re-
mained still in an embryonic stage and he shrank, before his
premature death, from the fuller-bodied expression it received
in the "Action fran?aise." Pained at the apparent decay of
the patriotic idea, he came forward as its champion, and as the
foe of that " individualism " which proclaims ubi bene> ibi
patria. "La patrie," he goes on to say, has natural, historical
and mystical foundations; its hold on us is not rational,
otherwise reason might one day overthrow it for some other
allegiance. It means to exist, and to rely for this mainly on its
army: si mspacem^ para bellum ; it must also rely on the Church :
anything which is done against Catholicism will be done to the
detriment of French influence in the world, of French history,
of the only qualities that are those of the French soul. We are
dying from an excess of individualism : back, then, to our great
military and Catholic traditions, which both imply the individual
. disciplined to a greater national whole.
1 Ferdinand Brunetiere (1849-1906). His political writings are to be found
in a series of essays, Discours de Combat, and in the Revue des Deux Mondes,
of which he was editor for many years. Parodi calls him " un vrai scolastique
£gare* parmi nous . . . presque exclusivement un raisonneur, un disputeur "
(Traditionalisme et Democratic, p. 33).
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